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Abstrat

We study the priing and trade of inde�nitely lived assets in experimental

markets. Our experimental design disentangles several onfounding fators in suh

markets: (1) payo� unertainty about the asset's dividend payments; (2) horizon

unertainty about the duration of trade in the asset, and (3) the assumption that

agents are risk neutral expeted utility maximizers. In a baseline treatment with

all of these features or assumptions in plae, we �nd that trading pries are on

average more than 40% below the risk-neutral fundamental value, and derease

further as traders gain experiene. In the two other treatments, we separate trade

in the asset from dividend realizations. While there ontinues to exist unertainty

in the number of dividend payments, oupled with or without the unertainty

in the length of the trading horizon, we �nd that market pries in the latter two

treatments are not signi�antly di�erent from the asset's risk-neutral fundamental

value. We therefore onlude that the low trading pries observed in our baseline,

inde�nite-horizon market annot be explained by assuming risk neutral expeted

utility maximizers. By ontrast, an Epstein-Zin reursive preferene spei�ation

that allows risk preferenes to be disentangled from preferenes for ertainty an

aount for the low trading pries observed in our baseline treatment. Indeed, a

further ontribution of our paper is that we propose a method to alulate the

risk-adjusted market fundamental value of the asset under expeted utility or

under Epstein-Zin preferenes, respetively.
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tion, risk and unertainty, expeted utility, Epstein-Zin preferenes.
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1 Introdution

Many eonomi models employ an in�nite horizon with a disount fator in order to

examine agents' behavior under the shadow of future. Suh environments are quite

natural for studying the priing of assets, sine many assets, e.g., equities, are long-

lived and have no de�nite maturity date.

Nevertheless, experimental eonomists have typially studied assets in a �nite hori-

zon setting where the fundamental value of the asset, as measured by the present value

of the dividend �ow, is dereasing over time, as in the anonial experimental design of

Smith et al. (1988). While it is possible to generate onstant values for the fundamental

values in �nite horizon settings, this is typially done by having some known onstant

terminal value of the asset as in Smith et al. (2000), possibly also aompanied by a

dividend proess where the expeted dividend payment is 0 as in Noussair et al. (2001).

In this paper, we study what we view as a more natural setting where the asset's

expeted dividend payments are stritly positive and there is no terminal payo� value

for the asset sine the horizon over whih the asset may generate value is not known in

advane. In experimental analyses of suh environments, several di�erent approahes to

implementing suh inde�nite horizons have been employed. The most ommonly used

method is the random termination approah of Roth and Murnighan (1978), whih uses

a onstant probability, δ, that an asset has value and an be traded in a market from

one period to the next. If agents are risk neutral, expeted utility maximizers, then it is

easily shown that repeated market trading periods subjet to suh random termination

are isomorphi to an in�nitely repeated horizon with a period disount fator of δ.1

Methodologially, some reent papers have examined the e�et of random termination

in experiments using the repeated Prisoner's Dilemma game (Frehette and Yuksel,

2017) and the e�ets of di�erent payment shemes in inde�nite-horizon experimental

games (Sherstyuk et al. 2013).

In this study, we propose to examine the e�et of random termination in experimen-

tal asset markets. We hoose to study experimental asset markets with an inde�nite

horizon using random termination for several reasons. First,heterogeneous risk attitu-

des, ombined with random termination, an reate inentives for trade in suh assets

even in settings where the dividend proess is ommon knowledge suh as in Suhanek,

Smith, and Williams (1988). Seond, the risk indued by random termination may

play a larger role in in�uening individuals' behavior in asset market experiments as

1

Another method involves subjets playing a �xed number of periods with disounting on the

instantaneous payo�s, followed by play of a game that aptures the ontinuation payo� (Cooper and

Kühn, 2011).
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ompared with repeated game settings.

To see the latter, onsider an asset holder as playing the following game against

nature (or lottery) as shown in Table 1: eah state is the event that the game lasts

until period t, whih ours with probability δt−1(1 − δ), i.e., the asset an be traded

in a market and thus yields a dividend d for the �rst t− 1 periods and the market ends

and the asset eases to have any value in period t.

Market Duration 1 2 3 ... t ...

Probability 1− δ δ(1− δ) δ2(1− δ) ... δt−1(1− δ) ...

Payo� from holding an asset d 2d 3d ... td ...

Table 1: The Lottery Faed by an Asset Holder in an Inde�nite Horizon

If the asset lives for t periods, then eah share yields a payo� of td. In repeated

games, individuals' ation hoies may a�et the payo�s under eah state, i.e., the

aumulated payo�s until period t. However, in repeated games, subjets have no

hoie but to partiipate in the game. Di�erently, in asset market experiments with

an inde�nite horizon, subjets an hoose whether to partiipate in the lottery or not.

Spei�ally, in asset priing experiments, subjets an immediately (i.e., in the very �rst

period) sell o� all of their asset holdings and reeive a ertain monetary payo� rather

than ontinue to partiipate in the lottery. Alternatively, subjets an buy all the assets

they want in the �rst period and hold that asset position for the duration of the trading

horizon. In the �rst ase, subjets who sell o� their assets immediately fae neither

payo� unertainty nor horizon unertainty; they sell their assets for a known amount

and are not engaged in any further trading for the duration of the asset market. In the

seond ase of the subjet employing a buy-and-hold strategy, the subjet ontinues to

fae payo� unertainty, e.g., as to the sum of dividends eah of his assets yields over the

inde�nite horizon, but beause this subjets eases to engage in further trading s/he no

longer faes any trading horizon unertainty. There is, of ourse, a third ase where a

subjet trades in eah period so that his asset position is onstantly hanging, in whih

ase the subjet faes both payo� and trading horizon unertainty. Our experimental

design seeks to distinguish between the roles of payo� and horizon unertainty as well

as to disentangle risk preferenes from preferenes for ertain payo�s. To the best of

our knowledge, there is no study that tries to distinguish or qualitatively measure the

e�et of these two types of unertainty assoiated with random termination. Third,

the general use of the risk-neutral FV of the asset as a benhmark for analysis in

�nite horizon studies, as well as various miss-priing measures based on that FV are

problemati in alulating the extent of miss-priing in the inde�nite horizon ase. Our

experiment enables us to disentangle the e�et of the unertain fundamental value (FV)
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assoiated with the inde�nite horizon and the e�et of an unertain trading horizon

itself. Finally, we propose a proedure to alulate the FV that inorporates traders'

risk attitudes, and we use this FV to evaluate the extent to whih pries depart from

risk-adjusted fundamental values.

There is a large literature involving experimental asset markets with known, �nite

horizons beginning with Smith et al. (1988). Surveys of this literature are found in

Palan (2009) and Noussair and Tuker (2013). In this set-up, the asset traded yields

dividends up to some known terminal date, beyond whih the asset pays no further

dividends (is worth zero or pays some �nal ontinuation value). By omparison, there

are relatively fewer experimental studies of asset markets with inde�nite horizons. The

studies we are aware of inlude Camerer and Weigelt (1993), Ball and Holt (1998), Hens

and Steude (2009), Kose (2013), Fenig, Mileva and Peterson (2014), Asparouhova, Bos-

saerts, Roy and Zame (2016), Crokett, Du�y and Izhakian (2017) and Weber, Du�y

and Shram (2017). Camerer and Weigelt (1993), Ball and Holt (1998) Kose (2013) and

Weber et al. (2017) study environments where subjets only engage in asset-trading

ativities. Hens and Steude (2009), Fenig et al. (2014) Asparouhova et al. (2016) and

Crokett et al. (2017) onsider experimental eonomies where subjets also partiipate

in other ativities suh as onsumption, employment or prodution deisions. Howe-

ver, none of these studies provides a rigorous omparison between inde�nite-horizon

and de�nite-horizon asset markets and also onsiders as the relevant benhmark, the

FV that inorporates traders' eliited risk attitudes. Therefore, our study also provi-

des methodologial ontribution to experimental researh on asset priing in inde�nite

horizons.

2 Experimental Design

Our experimental design onsists of three treatments having the following features in

ommon. In eah treatment, subjets partiipate in an experimental asset market

involving trading an asset with a onstant, risk-neutral FV that is always equal to 50 EM

(experimental money). Eah session of a treatment onsists of three onseutive markets

and 10 partiipants with no prior experiene in our experiment. At the beginning of

eah of the tree markets, one-half of the partiipants are endowed with 20 shares of

the asset and 3,000 EM ash, while the other half are endowed with 60 shares of the

asset and 1,000 EM ash; at the FV of 50 EM, these endowments are idential. In eah

session, the same set of traders partiipate in all market ativities on a trading interfae
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using a double aution mehanism programmed in z -Tree (Fishbaher, 2007).

2

Kirhler et al. (2012) have shown that the pattern of the FV proess (onstant, in-

reasing, or dereasing over periods) has a large impat on the formation of non-rational

asset prie bubbles (sustained departure from fundamental values). In addition, Cagi-

nalp et al. (1998, 2001), Haruvy and Noussair (2006) and Kirhler et al. (2012) report

that high initial or inreasing ash-to-asset (C/A) ratios an drive bubble formation

in experimental asset markets. In our asset market experiments, the supply of assets

and the dividends that eah asset share yields is held onstant so that we always have

the same, onstant risk-neutral FV predition for the prie of the asset. While the

traded asset pays dividends, we keep the C/A onstant as well (as explained below) so

as to minimize the e�ets of variations in that ratio on market outomes. Smith et al.

(1988) and some follow-up studies have onsistently found that when the same group

of traders interat in onseutive �xed-horizon asset markets, pries onverge toward

the intrinsi risk-neutral FV by the third market having the idential market struture.

The experiene of Smith et al. aounts for our design of having three onseutive

repeated idential markets to allow for subjet learning and to examine the possibility

of prie onvergene in inde�nite-horizon markets.

2.1 The Three Treatments

The main purpose of our experiment is to understand how subjets prie assets in an

inde�nite horizon setting as implemented by random termination and to disentangle

the e�et of an unertain trading horizon from the e�et of an unertain FV on priing

behavior. Toward that goal, we use three di�erent experimental treatments.

Our baseline treatment A (Blok Random Termination, BRT hereafter), implements

the three inde�nite horizon asset markets using the blok random termination sheme

proposed by Frehette and Yuksel (2017) (as disussed in further detail below). Follo-

wing the ompletion of eah trading period, one dividend of d = 5EM is realized for

eah share of the asset that a trader possesses at the end of that period. This dividend

payment is plaed in a separate aount that the subjet annot use as inome for

asset purhases in later periods of the market. This restrition prevents the dividend

payments from inreasing the ash-to-asset ratio and so the dividend payment an be

regarded as urrent onsumption. After dividends are paid out, a random number is

drawn to determine whether or not the market will ontinue to the next period. If

the market ontinues, then eah trader's asset position arries over to that next period

and if it does not ontinue then eah trader's asset position is set to 0. This proess is

2

The z -Tree program was modi�ed from the program published by Kirhler et al. (2012).
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Table 2: Summary of Treatments

Treatment Trading Unertain Dividends Realized

Horizon FVt? after Trading Phase?

A (BRT) Random Yes No

B (D-R) De�nite Yes Yes

C (BRT-R) Random Yes Yes

Notes: Dividend d = 5 and risk-neutral FV=50 in all treatments.

repeated three times, so that we have three inde�nite horizon markets for eah session

of treatment A.

In treatment B (De�nite-Random, D-R hereafter) eah of the three asset markets is

divided up in to two phases. In the �rst phase, trade in the asset takes plae in a market

with a known, �xed duration of T trading periods (as in muh of the experimental asset

priing literature beginning with Smith et al. (1988). During these T trading periods,

there are no dividend realizations for asset holdings; subjets an hoose to buy or sell

assets as they wish subjet to budget onstraints. Following the �nal trading period

T , all asset positions are �nal and subjets move on to the seond phase of the market

where they experiene a random sequene of dividend payments that is idential to

that of treatment A. Thus, subjets' �nal asset position at the end of period T and

the random sequene of dividends that follows the same realization as in Treatment A

determine eah subjet's earnings for the market. Again, this proess is repeated three

times so that we have three markets for eah session of Treatment B. The purpose of

Treatment B vs. treatment A is to examine the e�et of a �nite trading horizon vs.

an inde�nite trading horizon that is isolated from the e�et of an inde�nite number of

dividend realizations.

Finally, onsidering that the di�erent timing of dividend realizations between tre-

atment A and treatment B may result in hanges in traders' behavior, in treatment C

(Blok Random Termination-Random, BRT-R hereafter) we implement asset markets

with an inde�nite-horizon trading phase, whih is then followed by an inde�nite-horizon

dividend realization phase, while keeping other treatment variables idential to those in

the baseline treatment A. Again, for eah session of treatment C, we have results from

three asset markets with this timing.

Table 2.1 summarizes the main features of the three treatments desribed above.

Further details of eah treatment are disussed below.

Treatment A (BRT) employs random termination to generate markets of an

inde�nite horizon, similar to Camerer and Weigelt (1993) and treatment T2 in Kose

(2013). In eah market, the asset lasts for an inde�nite number of periods. In partiular,
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at the end of eah period, the market ontinues with probability δ = 0.9 and ends with

probability (1− δ) = 0.1, whih yields an average length of T0 = 1/(1− δ) = 10 periods

from the start of the market or from any period reahed. Under the random stopping

rule, the realized life span of the asset an be any number of periods between 1 to ∞.

The inde�nite horizon introdues two types of unertainty: 1) unertainty about the

duration of the trading horizon and 2) unertainty about the FV of the asset. If a

trader buys a share of the asset in any period and holds it until the end of the market,

it is similar to buying a lottery as in Table 1. The risk-neutral FV of the asset, denoted

by V0, is onstant in all periods at

V0 = d
∞
∑

τ=t

δτ−t =
d

1− δ
= 50.

One onsensus from the experimental asset market literature is that it takes time

for sustained departures from fundamental values, or �bubbles� to our (if one ours

at all). In order to obtain data on traders' behavior in a market with su�ient duration

(number of trading periods), in treatment A we implement the inde�nite horizon by

using a modi�ed version of the �Blok Random Termination� (BRT) design proposed

by Frehétte and Yuksel (2017). At the end of eah trading period, a random number

is drawn to determine whether or not the market ontinues into the next period. In

the �rst 10 periods, however, subjets get no feedbak on the random draws and are

asked to onsider making trades in all 10 periods. At the end of period 10, subjets

are told whether or not the market has ended and, if so, in whih period this ourred

within the blok of 10 periods. If the market did not end within the 10 period blok,

then subjets will ontinue to partiipate in the market as in regular inde�nite-horizon

markets with random termination, that is, at the end of eah period the realization of

the random draw will be revealed. If the market ends within the �rst 10 periods, then

all trading ativities in the subsequent periods after the market has atually ended are

void. Subjets are paid for periods only up to the end of a market. Under the BRT

design, subjets play for the �rst 10 periods without interruption (although being aware

that the market may atually end in one of these 10 periods and if so, trading from that

period on will be rewound). The BRT allows us to obtain, at a minimum, a 10-period

data series to analyze bubble formation; without it, we may have sessions where all

markets are too short to have any meaningful disussion of asset miss-priing within an

inde�nite horizon.

Treatment B (D-R) has two separate phases: a de�nite-horizon trading phase and

an inde�nite-horizon dividend realization phase. The trading phase lasts for T0 = 10

6



periods, during whih subjets an trade the asset but no dividends are paid during the

trading phase. Asset positions at the end of period T0 are �nal. Then, the market moves

to the dividend realization phase. Trading is not allowed during the dividend realization

phase; traders only observe how dividends arue for the shares they possess as of the

end of the trading phase. Eah share yields at least one dividend for ertain. After

eah dividend realization, a random number between 1 and 100 is drawn to determine

whether or not there is another dividend realization. If the random number is greater

than 90, the dividend realization phase ends; this proess implements the termination

probability of (1 − δ) = 0.1. Otherwise, eah share yields another dividend payment,

d followed by another independent random draw. Using this proedure, with the same

ontinuation probability of δ = 0.9 and d = 5EM as in treatment A, the asset in this

treatment not only has the same risk-neutral FV as in treatment A, but its value an

also be represented by the same lottery as in treatment A if the trader holds the share

to the end of the market.

Treatment C (BRT-R) again has two separate phases: an inde�nite-horizon tra-

ding phase and an inde�nite-horizon dividend realization phase. Similar to treatment

B, no dividends are realized during the trading phase and no trading is allowed during

the dividend realization phase. The only di�erene between treatment C and treatment

A is the timing of dividend realizations. Therefore, treatment C keeps both the uner-

tainty of the trading horizon and the unertainty of FV as in treatment A, but presents

them in two independent phases. Meanwhile, the only di�erene between treatment C

and treatment B is the inde�nite-horizon trading phase of treatment C vs. the �xed-

horizon trading phase of treatment B. Thus, the existene of treatment C helps us to

identify any onfounding e�et between the inde�nite trading horizon and whether or

not dividends are realized in eah trading period or only after the entire trading phase.

Following the design in treatment A, we employ blok random termination in the tra-

ding phase of treatment C as well. Importantly, in this treatment the realizations of

the random variable that determine the trading duration and the dividend realizations

are independently drawn, although under the same ontinuation probability of δ = 0.9.

Therefore, traders have no way to infer the number of dividends they may ollet later

in the dividend realization phase from the inde�nite lengths of the three asset markets

they have partiipated in.

Eah market may take 20-40 minutes to omplete, depending on the treatment and

the realized market length. In eah trading period, the trading interfae (market) is

open for 2 minutes. Sine an inde�nite horizon an result in large variane in the

lengths of asset markets, in our experiment we employ the same three sequenes of

random numbers for dividend payments and/or trading market horizons in all three
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sessions.

3

These sequenes of random numbers produe 6, 20, and 9 dividends for the

three markets of all three treatments; that is the sequene of dividend realizations is

onstant aross all treatments. For treatment A (BRT), these three sequene lengths

determine the length of the three markets as well, although eah market is open for at

least a blok of 10 periods. For treatment C (BRT-R), we independently draw another

three sequenes of random numbers with the same ontinuation probability δ = 0.9,

whih determine that the atual length of the three trading phases in treatment C

whih are 11, 5 and 16 periods; the number of dividend realizations remains 6, 20 and

9 for the three markets of treatment C. For treatment B (D-2), the trading horizon for

eah market is �xed at 10 rounds.

2.2 Hypotheses

The asset value in all the three treatments an be represented by the lottery shown

in Table 1 under the assumption of expeted utility, by whih the timing of dividend

payments does not a�et agents' preferenes. Therefore, the omparison between treat-

ments A and C identi�es the e�et of the timing of dividend payments (and to a ertain

extent, whether subjets have an expeted utility or non-expeted utility spei�ation).

The omparison between B and C aptures the e�et of unertain trading durations,

whih may a�et subjets' ability to engage in speulative transations.

Based on our experimental design, we derive the following null hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Market outomes, i.e., pries, quantities, are not signi�antly di�erent

between treatments A, B and C.

• Alternative hypothesis: Di�erenes between treatment A and C indiate non-

expeted utility spei�ations; Di�erenes between treatment B and C indiates

that unertainty about the trading horizon matters.

Based on previous experimental �ndings that most agents are risk averse (Holt and

Laury, 2002), we onjeture

Hypothesis 2: Market prie in all treatments are signi�antly lower than the risk-

neutral FV.

In this paper, we also propose two methods to alulate the fundamental value of the

asset that inorporates the risk preferene of traders, whih will be explained in more

3

The �rst two sequenes of random numbers were obtained from a pilot session that onsisted of

just two asset markets and the last sequene of random numbers was produed using a random number

generator.
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detail in the next setion. We onjeture that the market prie will not be signi�antly

di�erent from the estimated risk-adjusted FV.

Hypothesis 3: Market prie in all treatments is not signi�antly di�erent from the

risk-adjusted FV.

2.3 Experimental Proedure

All sessions began with subjets ompleting a Holt and Laury (2002) individual risk

preferene eliitation task - details are provided in Appendix A. Subjets were instruted

to make hoies between a series of 10 paired lotteries and were paid based on their

hoie for one, randomly hosen lottery from the list of 10 pairs. This proedure enables

us to obtain a measure of eah subjet's risk aversion, whih we use later in assessing

how we might adjust the fundamental value of the asset for subjets' risk preferenes.

After subjets ompleted this individual deision-making task whih took about 10

minutes, the session then proeeded with the three inde�nitely repeated asset markets.

The instrutions for the asset markets were only distributed after the Holt-Laury risk

eliitation proedure was ompleted (payments from this task were made only at the

end of the experiment). After the experimenter read aloud the instrutions for the

asset market experiment, subjets were asked to answer a set of quiz questions. After

reviewing the answers to these questions with the experimenter, subjets pratied

using the trading interfae before the formal asset market was o�ially opened.

The experimental money used in the asset market was onverted into Canadian

dollars at the �xed and known exhange rate of 500 EM = CAD$1 at the end of the

experiment.

4

Given that there are 6, 20, and 9 dividend payments in markets one, two,

and three, respetively, the average earnings from the asset markets was CAD$26.

The experiment was onduted at the Bell eonomis lab at CIRANO in Montreal.

All sessions took less than 2.5 hours, inluding 45 minutes for instrutions and pratie

on the trading interfae. Subjets were reruited for the experiment using ORSEE

(Greiner, 2004). Subjets were students from MGill university and Conordia Uni-

versity in Montreal. All subjets partiipated in one session only. Partiipants were

paid in ash, privately, at the end of the session, Their earnings were the sum of their

earnings in the three asset markets whih averaged CAD$26, their earnings from the

Holt-Laury proedure whih averaged CAD$4 and a CAD $5 show-up fee.

4

In session B1 and C1, the exhange rate is 400 EM = CAD$1, whih results in a higher payment

in the asset markets as shown later in Table 3.
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Table 3: Summary of the Sessions

Session Duration No. of Subjets Avg. Payment

A1 2.5 hr 10 $34.98

A2 2.5 hr 10 $35.87

A3 2.5 hr 10 $35.34

A4 2.5 hr 9 $34.17

A5 2.5 hr 10 $34.45

B1 2 hr 10 $42.29

B2 2 hr 10 $35.26

B3 2 hr 10 $36.00

B4 2 hr 10 $35.64

B5 2 hr 10 $34.58

C1 2.5 hr 10 $41.99

C2 2.5 hr 8 $35.83

C3 2.5 hr 10 $35.86

C4 2.5 hr 10 $36.61

C5 2.5 hr 10 $35.12

3 Experimental Results

We onduted 5 sessions for eah of the three treatments. Table 3 presents information

on these sessions. All sessions exept two involved 10 subjets. The sessions in treat-

ment B took half an hour less than the sessions in treatment A and C but all sessions

�nished within two and half hours. The average total payment is lose to $35 ($26 from

the asset market, plus $4 from the Holt-Laury proedure, plus $5 show-up fee).

Figure 1 shows the average prie over periods in eah treatment. The average prie

in the �rst market starts at about 50 (the risk-neutral FV) in treatments A and C

and at about 60 in treatment B, whih does not appear to be a signi�ant di�erene.

However, the average prie in treatment A in the seond and third markets steadily

delines falling as low as 20 when the market ends, while the prie in treatments B and

C remains at or above 50 in the last two markets. This pattern holds at the session

level as well, whih is shown in Figure 4 in Appendix B.

5

Table 4 lists the average prie and the trading volume in eah market of eah session.

The session-level data is onsistent with Figure 1. Formally, we onduted two-tailed

Mann-Whitney tests and present the p-values in Table 5. In market 1 the average

trading prie is not signi�antly di�erent between any two treatments. However, the

5

Given that the prie pattern in di�erent treatments is quite lear, we hoose not to report the

bubble (miss-priing) measures as in most of experimental papers on asset markets. The statistial

tests on bubbles measures, RAD and RD developed in Stökl et al (2010), are onsistent with the test

results on pries.
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Figure 1: Average Pries over Periods in Eah Treatment

average prie in market 2 and 3 is signi�antly lower in treatment A than in treatment

B and C (p < 0.01 and p < 0.02, respetively). Between treatments B and C, the

average prie is marginally di�erent in market 2 (p < 0.1) but the di�erene disappears

when subjets gained more experiene in market 3 (p > 0.4). There is no signi�ant

di�erene in the average trading volume aross the three treatments exept in market

3 between treatment A and C, where trading volume in treatment A is signi�antly
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Table 4: Average Trading Prie and Volume by Session and Market

Session Average Prie Average Volume

Mkt1 Mkt2 Mkt3 Mkt1 Mkt2 Mkt3

A1 30.87 18.94 17.89 60.70 45.20 67.30

A2 34.26 24.00 11.52 54.30 64.70 62.60

A3 84.87 40.94 33.34 58.70 58.45 64.30

A4 18.33 15.69 16.54 52.50 72.65 101.00

A5 41.29 20.60 22.08 122.80 146.90 221.60

B1 77.93 52.79 45.02 32.00 22.70 10.80

B2 73.56 70.93 67.67 71.10 85.30 67.90

B3 39.49 48.77 49.50 65.20 64.60 66.40

B4 52.69 50.27 50.21 57.40 48.90 48.50

B5 59.81 48.97 45.28 125.30 90.20 65.80

C1 49.11 45.57 47.74 37.18 40.70 24.63

C2 42.65 46.48 46.77 54.82 52.50 75.50

C3 58.64 60.57 62.07 32.45 43.60 29.56

C4 55.61 48.42 49.54 55.91 54.10 22.94

C5 36.56 39.95 70.61 84.36 88.30 60.44

Notes: Average Prie is the mean of the period prie over all trading periods in a market.

For treatments A and C, it inludes 10 periods if the market ends within the blok.

The period prie is the volume-weighted average prie in the period. Average Volume

is the mean of trading volume (number of assets traded) over all trading periods in a

market.

Table 5: p-value of Mann-Whitney Tests

Treatments Average Prie Trading Volume

Mkt1 Mkt2 Mkt3 Mkt1 Mkt2 Mkt3

A vs. B 0.175 0.009 0.009 0.602 0.754 0.251

A vs. C 0.175 0.016 0.009 0.347 0.175 0.047

B vs. C 0.175 0.076 0.465 0.347 0.602 0.602

No. of Obs. 10 10 10 10 10 10

greater than in treatment C (p < 0.05). Based on these statistial results, we rejet

Hypothesis 1, as market outomes in treatment A, partiularly pries are signi�antly

di�erent from the other two treatments. Furthermore, the di�erene between treatments

A and C indiates that the timing of the dividend realization has a signi�ant impat

on the market outome. However, the insigni�ant di�erene of trading prie between

treatment B and C indiates that the unertain trading horizon itself does not a�et

the market prie.

Finding 1 The average market prie in market 2 and 3 is signi�antly lower in tre-

atment A (BRT) than in treatment B (D-R) and treatment C (BRT-R). The average
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market prie in market 3 is not signi�antly di�erent between treatment B (D-R) and

treatment C (BRT-R).

4 Explanation for Results

In this setion, we o�er an explanation for the observed treatment di�erenes by esti-

mating the fundamental value of the asset under di�erent preferene assumptions and

omparing our experimental results with these estimated FVs.

In addition to onsidering the risk-neutral, expeted utility FV predition of 50 for

the prie of the asset in all three treatments, we also examined two alternative measures

for the fundamental value that take aount of subjets' eliited risk attitudes. In

the �rst approah, we assume that agents are expeted utility maximizers and have

onstant relative risk aversion (CRRA) preferenes. In the seond approah, we relax

the expeted utility assumption and adopt an Epstein-Zin reursive preferene (Epstein

and Zin, 1989, 1991) formulation.

6

4.1 Estimation Strategy

Our basi estimation proedure onsists of three steps: In Step 1, we estimate eah

individual's risk parameter by using the individual data from the Holt-Laury task; In

Step 2, we estimate the ertainty equivalene value of of the lottery desribed in Table

1 for eah individual under both the expeted utility and reursive utility assumptions.

In Step 3, ombining eah individual's asset pro�le assigned in the experiment and the

estimated ertainty equivalene in Step 2, we onstrut a demand urve and a supply

urve for eah session and alulate the market equilibrium prie, whih we refer as the

FV of the asset.

Notie that the di�erent assumption of expeted utility or reursive utility spei�a-

tions will not a�et the estimation for the risk parameter in Step 1, sine the reursive

feature in Epstein and Zin (1989, 1991) only applies to a dynami situation and it allows

for the expeted utility assumption when risk ours in stati environment as in the

Holt-Laury task. However, the assumption on the utility spei�ation diretly a�ets

6

Suh preferenes are ommonly used in the �nane literature to rationalize the equity premium and

risk-free rate puzzles (see, e.g., Campbell (2018)). Epstein-Zin preferenes do not restrit the elastiity

of intertemporal substitution to be the reiproal of the oe�ient of relative risk aversion. Instead,

this reursive preferene spei�ation has a di�erent parameter for eah, whih allows agents to treat

onsumption in the urrent period and the ertainty equivalene of all future values in a nonlinear

way that violates the independene axiom of expeted utility theory. Nevertheless, as we show, this

non-expeted utility approah may help aount for the behavioral di�erenes we observe when we

hange the timing of dividend realizations under random termination.
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the alulation of individuals' ertainty equivalene in Step 2, and therefore, indiretly

a�ets the FV of the asset in Step 3.

Step 1: Estimation for Risk Parameter

Assume that subjets' utility funtions take the form u(x, α) = xα/α, where α is

the risk preferene parameter, with α = 1, α < 1 and α > 1 orresponding to risk

neutrality, risk aversion and risk loving behavior, respetively. Using this funtional

form, we alulate the value of α suh that an individual with risk parameter α is

indi�erent between Option A, the safe hoie, and Option B, the risky hoie, for eah

of the 10 tasks in the Holt-Laury proedure. The 10 tasks an be found in the appendix

for instrutions. For example, in task i, the payo� from Option A is x̄A = $4.0 with

probability πi = i/10 and xA = $3.2 with probability 1 − πi, while Option B o�ers

x̄B = $7.5 with probability πi and xB = $0.2 with probability 1− πi.
7

An agent who is

indi�erent between the two options in task i has preferenes u(x, αi), with αi solving

EuA(x, αi) = EuB(x, αi) or

πix̄
αi

A + (1− πi)x
αi

A = πix̄
αi

B + (1− πi)x
αi

B .

We an then infer the risk parameter for eah individual aording to their hoies in

the Holt-Laury proedure.

Table 6 below presents the alulation of αi when subjet i hooses Option A for

the �rst nA tasks and Option B for the remaining 10 − nA tasks. For instane, if a

subjet hooses Option A for the �rst four tasks (nA = 4) and swithes to B sine task

5, then it indiates that the αi of this subjet is between the two uto�s that make him

indi�erent in task 4 and 5 respetively. Therefore, we an infer that the individual's

risk parameter lies in the interval (0.8536, 1.1426). We use the midpoint of the interval,

i.e., 0.9981, as the estimate (α̂) for the individual's risk parameter. If a subjet always

hooses B, then the interval of α is open and we use the lower bound 2.7128. If the

subjet hooses A nine times, then the interval of α is again open and we use the upper

bound −0.3684. Finally, if a subjet always hooses Option A, we set α to −0.3684

too.

Step 2: Estimation for Certainty Equivalene

After �nding the risk parameter, αi, for eah subjet i, we an estimate eah sub-

jet's ertainty equivalene for the lottery presented in Table 1. In this paper, we

examine subjets' ertainty equivalene by adopting three di�erent assumptions on

7

The payo�s we used in the lottery are twie of the payo�s used in the treatment of low stakes in

Holt and Laury (2002). Given the CRRA assumption, the two sets of payo�s should lead to the same

estimation of α given the same swith point.
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Table 6: Calulation of CRRA Parameter from Holt-Laury Task

Task i πi nA Interval for αi α̂(nA)
0 (2.7128,∞) 2.7128

1 0.1 1 (1.9468, 2.7128) 2.3298
2 0.2 2 (1.4866, 1.9468) 1.7167
3 0.3 3 (1.1426, 1.4866) 1.3146
4 0.4 4 (0.8536, 1.1426) 0.9981
5 0.5 5 (0.5885, 0.8536) 0.7211
6 0.6 6 (0.3288, 0.5885) 0.4562
7 0.7 7 (0.0294, 0.3288) 0.1766
8 0.8 8 (−0.3684, 0.0294) −0.1695
9 0.9 9 (−∞,−0.3684) −0.3684
10 1 10 −∞ −0.3684

subjets' utility funtion.

Risk-neutral ertainty equivalene

U0 = d
∞
∑

τ=t

δτ−t =
d

1− δ
= 50. (1)

Risk-adjusted ertainty equivalene under expeted utility

Spei�ally, we de�ne the ertainty equivalene U1 to satisfy the following equation,

(U1)
α

α
=

∞
∑

t=1

(1− δ)δt−1
(td)α

α
,

or

U1 =

{

∞
∑

t=1

(1− δ)δt−1(td)α
}

1

α

. (2)

The latter is the ertain amount that a subjet would aept now in exhange for

forgoing the expeted utility from the lottery under CRRA preferenes and the subjet's

estimated value for α. Note that if α = 1, (the risk neutral ase), then U1 = U0.

Risk-adjusted ertainty equivalene under reursive utility

Epstein-Zin (EZ) preferenes an be expressed as Ut = W (ct, zt+1) where W is an

inreasing onave funtion, ct is urrent onsumption, and zt+1 = G−1(EG(Ũt+1)) is

the ertainty equivalene of future utilities in terms of urrent onsumption good. An

often used formulation is the CES utility funtion, W (ct, zt+1) = (cρt + δzρt+1)
1/ρ

with

ρ ≤ 1, and G(U) = Uα/α with α ≤ 1, whih implies zt+1 = (EŨα
t+1)

1/α. The value

funtion measured in urrent onsumption good is
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Ut = [cρt + (EŨα
t+1)

ρ/α]1/ρ.

In our experimental asset market, if subjets view the dividend realized in the

urrent period separately from future unertainty and if we assume urrent dividends

are equivalent to urrent onsumption, then the ertainty equivalene of the asset under

reursive preferenes an be expressed as

Ut = {dρ + (EŨα
t+1)

ρ/α}1/ρ

= {dρ + [δUα
t+1]

ρ/α}1/ρ

= [dρ + δρ/αUρ
t+1]

1/ρ,

where (EŨα
t+1)

1/α
is the ertainty equivalene of the asset's ontinuation value, Ũt+1 =

Uα
t+1 > 0 with prob δ and Ũt+1 = 0 with probability 1− δ. Imposing Ut = Ut+1, we an

alulate the reursive FV as

U2 =
d

(1− δρ/α)1/ρ

Given that eah trading period lasts for only 2.5 minutes, it is reasonable to assume in

our experiment that ρ = 1, i.e., subjets treat eah period as perfet substitutes, and

there is no atual disounting from period to period. The reursive FV is therefore

U2 =
d

1− δ
1

α .
(3)

Note that if α = 1, i.e., subjets are risk neutral, then U2 = d/(1− δ) = U0.

Figure 2 shows the simulated ertainty equivalene values, U0, U1, and U2. The

left panel presents these ertainty equivalenes as funtions of the risk parameter, α

and the right panel presents them as funtions of the number of safe hoies in the

Holt-Laury task. We see from the left panel that for risk averse agents, for whom

α < 1, the ertainty equivalene estimated under the reursive utility spei�ation

is less than the one estimated under the expeted utility spei�ation, and both of

these are less than the ertainty equivalene under the risk neutral expeted utility

spei�ation, i.e., U2 < U1 < U0 = 50. But when α > 1, this same ordering reverses,

with U2 > U1 > U0 = 50.

Step 3: Estimation for FV of Asset

After aquiring eah individual's ertainty equivalene, we an onstrut eah indi-

vidual's demand and supply for the asset. Let s and m be an individual's endowment
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Figure 2: Simulated Certainty Equivalene under Di�erent Utility Spei�ations

of shares and ash, respetively. The individual's demand for the asset is given by:

qd =







m/p if p < Ui

0 otherwise

,

and the individual's supply of the asset is given by:

qs =







s if p > Ui1unexpected
′′inmath

0 otherwise

.

where i = 0,1,2 depending on whether the ertainty equivalene is derived aording

to risk neutral expeted utility, risk-adjusted expeted utility or risk adjusted reursive

utility, respetively.

Finally, we onstrut the aggregate demands, Qd(p), and supplies, Qs(p), for eah

ertainty equivalene measure, whih are the sum of all the individual demands and

supplies. The market FV, Vi, solves Qd(V ) = Qs(V ). Corresponding to the ertainty

equivalene, we use V0, V1, and V2 to denote the market FV of the asset when agents are

risk neutral EU maximizers, risk averse EU maximizers and risk averse RU maximizers,

respetively.

4.2 Estimation Results Using the Experimental Data

This subsetion presents the estimation results by using our experimental data. We �rst

examine the risk eliitation data from the Holt-Laury task. Out of the 147 partiipants,

13 (who hose 4 safe hoies), are lose to risk-neutral, 117 (who hose more than 4
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Table 7: Estimated Fundamental Value by Session

Session FV FV FV

Risk Neutral Expeted Utility Reursive Utility

A1 50 44.8 36.7

A2 50 44.8 36.7

A3 50 40.0 24.3

A4 50 42.7 36.7

A5 50 40.1 30.0

B1 50 44.8 36.7

B2 50 35.2 24.2

B3 50 44.8 36.7

B4 50 40.1 30.0

B5 50 44.8 36.7

C1 50 44.8 36.7

C2 50 44.8 36.7

C3 50 44.9 36.8

C4 50 40.1 30.0

C5 50 40.1 24.3

safe hoies) are risk-averse and 17 (who hose 0-3 safe hoies) are risk loving. Figure

3 below shows the histogram of the number of safe hoies. Consistent with previous

�ndings in the literature, around 27% of subjets had multiple swith points in the

Holt-Laury task. For those ases, we ount the number of times that eah individual

hose option A and we use that as an approximation for of nA, as if the subjet has

hosen Option A for the �rst nA tasks and Option B for the remainder.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the Number of Safe Choies (Lottery A) in Holt-Laury Task

Using the approah disussed in the last setion, we estimated the risk-adjusted
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Table 8: p-values from Wiloxon Signed Rank Tests

Treatment Average Prie in Market 2 Average Prie in Market 3

FV-RN FV-EU FV-RU FV-RN FV-EU FV-RU

A 0.043 0.079 0.225 0.043 0.043 0.138

B 0.500 0.043 0.043 0.686 0.043 0.043

C 0.500 0.079 0.043 0.686 0.043 0.043

No. of Obs. 5 5 5 5 5 5

FV under expeted utility and reursive preferene, respetively, for eah session. The

estimated FVs are presented in Table 7. Given that most of subjets are risk averse, the

risk-adjusted FV under expeted utility is always lower than the risk-neutral FV of 50,

being in a relatively small range between 35.2 and 44.9. The risk-adjusted FV under

reursive preferene is always lower than the estimated FV under expeted utility, being

in a range between 24.3 and 36.8. This result is onsistent with our simulated results as

shown in Figure 2. Finally, we do not �nd any signi�ant di�erene in the estimated FV

between any two treatments given the assumption for the utility spei�ation, showing

that subjets' risk preferene parameter is similarly distributed aross treatments.

In order to test Hypotheses 2 and 3, we ompare the average prie in markets 2

and 3 of eah treatment with the risk-neutral FV, the risk adjusted FV under expeted

utility and the risk-adjusted FV under reursive utility, respetively, using two-tailed,

Wiloxon signed rank tests. These tests inform us as to whether the observed market

pries are signi�antly di�erent from the three di�erent FV preditions. Table 8 pro-

vides the p-values from these tests. Consistent with the patterns displayed in Figure

1, the average prie in markets 2 and 3 of treatment A (BRT) are signi�antly lower

than both the risk-neutral FV and the risk-adjusted FV under expeted utility (p < 0.1

or p < 0.05). However, the average prie in markets 2 and 3 of treatment A are not

signi�antly di�erent from the risk-adjusted FV estimated under the reursive utility

spei�ation (p > 0.1). By ontrast, in treatments B and C, in both markets 2 and

3, the average prie is not signi�antly di�erent from the risk-neutral FV (p > 0.5)

but is signi�antly greater than both of the risk-adjusted FVs under expeted utility or

reursive utility, respetively (p < 0.1 or p < 0.05).

Finding 2 Pries in markets 2 and 3 of treatment A (BRT) suggest signi�ant under-

priing of the asset ompared with the risk-neutral FV or the risk-adjusted FV under

expeted utility. However, these same pries are not signi�antly di�erent from the risk-

adjusted FV under reursive utility. Pries in markets 2 and 3 of treatment B (D-R)

and C (BRT-R) exhibit signi�ant overpriing ompared to both of the risk-adjusted FV

preditions but are not signi�antly di�erent from the risk-neutral FV predition.
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What aounts for the ability of the risk-adjusted FV under reursive preferenes

to explain the very low pries observed in markets 2 and 3 of treatment A but not the

pries in the later markets of treatments B and C? Clearly, the di�erene must lie in

the timing with whih dividend payments are reeived, as this is the main di�erene

between treatment A and treatments B and C. If agents have reursive, Epstein-Zin

preferenes and are risk averse, (i.e., α < 1), then they prefer earlier to later resolution

of the unertainty regarding future dividend realizations (onsumption). If dividend

realizations are oinident with trade in the asset as in treatment A, this preferene for

earlier unertainty resolution will manifest itself in a lower ertainty equivalene value

for the asset whih implies that the asset should trade at pries lower than the FV

value under expeted utility, with or without an adjustment for risk. By ontrast, if

dividend realizations annot our until the trading phase is omplete as in treatments B

and C, then preferenes to resolve unertainty earlier annot atively a�et the priing

of the asset; in that ase, subjets e�etively at as though they were risk neutral

expeted utility maximizers, priing the asset very lose to the risk neutral FV. It is

not the ase that subjets' preferenes di�er aross our three treatments; we think that

in general, a reursive spei�ation may always be operative. However, the ability to

resolve unertainty early (e.g., by selling o� the asset) in a manner that immediately

a�ets the prie of the asset is not possible in treatments B and C, and thus this feature

of subjets' preferenes is simply not operational in those two treatments.

5 Conlusion

Most asset priing models employ in�nite horizons, as the duration of assets, suh as

equities, is typially unknown. By ontrast, many experimental asset priing models

employ �nite horizons, making it di�ult to test the preditions of in�nite horizon

models. While in�nite horizons annot be studied in the laboratory, inde�nite horizon

environments, where the asset ontinues to yield a �ow of payo�s with a known onstant

probability, an be implemented in the laboratory. If agents are risk neutral, expeted

utility maximizers, the probability that the asset ontinues to yield payo�s plays the

role of the disount fator and the prie preditions under the in�nite horizon eonomy

extend to the inde�nitely repeated environment.

In this paper, we study the empirial relevane of the inde�nite horizon model for

understanding the preditions of in�nite horizon asset priing models. In our baseline

treatment A, whih implements a random termination design, we �nd that experien-

ed subjets onsistently prie the asset below the level predited by in�nite horizon
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models under the assumption of risk neutral expeted utility maximization. We on-

sider whether this outome is due to subjets' risk preferenes by eliiting subjets'

tolerane for risk, and we further onsider in two additional treatments, whether the

timing of dividend payments or unertainty about the trading horizon matters for the

pries observed. We �nd that unertainty about the trading horizon annot explain the

priing behavior in our baseline treatment, but that the timing with whih dividend

payments are reeived does matter; if the sequene of dividends is reeived after (sepa-

rately from) the trading phase, the asset is pried aording the risk neutral expeted

utility predition. Sine the dividend sequene is the same aross all three treatments,

but priing is quite di�erent, risk preferenes alone annot explain the di�erent priing

outomes that we observe. Rather, we suggest that the di�erene an be explained by

replaing the expeted utility assumption with a non-expeted utility, reursive prefe-

rene spei�ation, whih di�erentiates between urrent dividend realizations and the

future ertainty equivalene value of the asset.

For moderately risk averse subjets (as we have in our experiment and whih are

typially found in asset priing experiments), this reursive spei�ation for utility an

rationalize the lower pries that we observe in our baseline treatment A, where uner-

tainty about dividend realizations oexists with unertainty about the trading horizon.

Risk averse subjets with reursive, Epstein-Zin preferenes an resolve unertainty

about the future value of the asset early, by selling o� their asset holdings, whih af-

fets the market prie of the asset. By ontrast, in our other two treatments B and C,

where dividend unertainty is separate from horizon unertainty, there is no means for

subjets to resolve unertainty about future onsumption (dividend) �ows any earlier

than the end of the trading phase, and thus expeted utility and reursive utility spe-

i�ations e�etively oinide in prediting the higher pries that we observe in those

two treatments.

An important take-away from our study for experimental eonomists is that the

miss-priing behavior found in experimental asset markets may be quite di�erent under

random termination, as ompared with the more typially studied �nite horizon ase,

whih follows the lead of Smith et al. (1988). Rather than �nding over-priing relative

to the risk neutral, FV (�bubbles�) among inexperiened subjets as in the Smith et al.

literature, we �nd under-priing relative to the risk neutral benhmark in our baseline

random termination treatment with experiened subjets. Further, we an rationalize

this departure from fundamentals using eliited risk attitudes. An important take-away

for �nane researhers is that we have provided some empirial support for the widely

used Epstein-Zin reursive preferene spei�ation in the ontext of asset markets where

subjets both trade and reeive dividends from their asset holdings.
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Appendix A: Instrutions

Welome

Welome to this experiment on eonomi-deision making. You will reeive $5 for

showing up in the session. Your additional earnings will depend on your own deisions,

other partiipants' deisions and some random events as explained below. Please read

the instrutions arefully as they explain how you earn money from the deisions that

you make. Please do not talk with other partiipants and silene your mobile devie

during the experiment.

Part I Instrutions (Holt-Laury Task)

Your sreen shows ten deision Tasks listed below. Eah Task is a paired hoie

between �Option A� and �Option B.� Eah Option is a lottery of two possible realizations

with di�erent probabilities. For Option A, the two realizations are $4 and $3.2. For

Option B, the two realizations are $7.7 and $0.2. For eah Task, hoose whih lottery

option, A or B, you would like to play. As you move down the table, the hanes of

the higher payo� for eah option inrease. In fat, for Task 10 in the bottom row, eah

option pays the higher payo� for sure, so your hoie here is between $4 and $7.7.

 

Although you make 10 deisions, only one of them will be used in the end to de-

termine your earnings. However, you will not know in advane whih deision will be

used. Eah deision has an equal hane of being used in the end.
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After you have made all of your hoies, the omputer will draw two numbers rand-

omly between 1 and 10. The �rst draw is used to selet one of the ten deisions to

be used. For example, if the �rst draw is 4, then Task 4 is seleted to determine your

earnings. The seond draw determines what your payo� is for the option you hose, A

or B, for the partiular deision seleted. Continue to suppose that Task 4 is seleted,

and you hose Option A for Task 4. Your earnings will be $4 if the seond draw is

between 1 and 4 and $3.2 if the seond draw is between 5 and 10. Alternatively, if

you hose Option B for Task 4, then your earnings will be $7.7 if the seond draw is

between 1 and 4 and $0.2 if the seond draw is between 5 and 10.

To summarize, you will make ten hoies: for eah deision row you will have to

hoose between Option A and Option B. You may hoose A for some deision rows

and B for other rows, and you may hange your deisions and make them in any order.

When you are �nished, the omputer will draw two random numbers. The �rst random

number determines whih of the ten tasks will be used. The seond number determines

your money earnings for the option you hose for that task.

Part II Instrutions (for Treatment A)

General Information

This part of the experiment onsists of several asset markets, in whih 10 partii-

pants (inluding yourself) trade stoks of a �titious ompany.

Market Desription

At the beginning of eah market, half of the partiipants are endowed with 20

shares and 3,000 units of ash measured in experimental money (EM), and the other

half partiipants are endowed with 60 shares and 1,000 EM of ash.

Eah market onsists of an inde�nite number of rounds, whih will be explained

later. Eah round lasts for 2 minutes, during whih you an sell and/or buy shares.

At the end of eah round, for eah share you own, you reeive a dividend of 5 EM.

Dividends are olleted in a separate aount: they will ount toward your earnings,

but annot be used to buy shares. If the market ontinues, then your shares and ash,

as well as the dividend aount balane, will be arried over to the next trading round.

Length of A market

Eah market onsists of an inde�nite number of rounds. The length of the market

is determined by the following rules. At the end of eah round, the omputer will draw

a random number between 1 and 100 to determine whether the market will ontinue

or not. Spei�ally, if the omputer draws a random number between 1 and 90 (inlu-

sively), the market will ontinue; otherwise, if the random number is between 91 and
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100 (inlusively), then the market ends. Therefore, after eah round, the market will

ontinue with a hane of 90%, and end with a hane of 10%.

However, in the �rst 10 rounds, alled a blok, you will trade without being informed

of the realization of the random draws, even if a random number greater than 90 has

been drawn. At the end of round 10, you will be shown the realization of the random

draws for all 10 rounds in the blok and learn whether or not the market has atually

ended within the blok. If the market has ended within the blok of the �rst 10 rounds,

the �nal round of the market will be the �rst round in whih the realization of the

random draw exeeds 90, and your deisions after the �nal round will be ignored. If

the market has not ended within the blok, the market ontinues to round 11. From

round 11 on, you will be informed of the realization of the random draw at the end of

eah round. The �nal round of the market is reahed one the random draw exeeds

90.

Trading Interfae

In eah trading round, you will trade using an interfae similar to �gure 1 (you

will have the opportunity to pratie with the interfae for 3 minutes before the formal

experiment starts).

Trade is organized as a double aution: all traders an submit o�ers to buy and

o�ers to sell, and aept others' o�ers. Eah o�er has two parts, the prie and quantity.

The prie quote an be any integer from 1 to a maximum of 500 EM. The quantity is

the number of shares you intend to trade at this prie. You must have enough ash to

support your o�er to buy and enough shares to support your o�er to sell. Otherwise,

you will reeive a reminder and your o�er will not go through. All o�ers are listed in

the order book. Your own o�ers are in blue, and other people's o�ers are in blak.

The o�ers are ordered aording to pries, with the best o�er at the top. For your

onveniene, the best o�er posted by others is highlighted. The following rules will

apply when you post or aept o�ers to buy and o�ers to sell.

• When you post an o�er to buy, the prie has to be lower than the lowest o�er to

sell in the order book. (Otherwise, you an simply aept the lowest o�er to sell.)

• When you post an o�er to sell, the prie has to be higher than the highest o�er

to buy in the order book. (Otherwise, you an simply aept the highest o�er to

buy.)

• When you aept an o�er by others, the o�er has to be the best o�er available.

That is, when you aept an o�er to buy, it has to be the highest o�er to buy.

When you aept an o�er to sell, it has to be the lowest o�er to sell.
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• You annot aept your own o�ers.

Trade is realized whenever an o�er is aepted. If you would like to aept the highlig-

hted o�er, enter a number in the �eld �quantity� loated at the bottom of the sreen,

then lik on the �Sell� or �Buy� button.

Your share and ash inventories will be updated to re�et your trading ativities. If

you buy shares, your shares inrease by the quantity traded, and your ash is diminished

by the amount = prie*quantity. The reverse happens if you sell shares.

Number of Markets

After a market ends, depending on the time remaining, the experimenter will inform

you whether or not a new market will start. If yes, you repeat the same proedure: your

endowment of shares and ash will be reset, and the market will last for an inde�nite

number of rounds as desribed above. If there is no new market open, you will be

informed of your total earnings in this part of the experiment.

Calulate Your Earnings

Your earnings for a market is alulated as

Market earnings = ash at the end of the �nal round

+ balane in the dividend aount at the end of the �nal round

Your total earnings in this part of the experiment are the summation of earnings

from all markets, whih are onverted into Canadian dollars at a rate of 500 EM = $1.

Review of Important Information

• In any trading round, the urrent market may ontinue with probability 0.9 and

ends with probability 0.1. Therefore, on average the length of a market is 10

rounds.

• If you deide to hold on to a share without ever selling it, on average, you will

reeive 10x5=50 EM in terms of dividend payment.

• Your earnings in a market will be determined by your ash holdings and dividends

in the �nal round of the market; the �nal round ould be within the blok or

outside of the blok.

• Within the blok of the �rst 10 periods of a market, you will not be informed of

whether the market has ended or not.

• Eah round in a market lasts for 2 minutes (120 seonds).
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Part II Instrutions

(Treatment B, di�erent parts from Treatment A)

Market Desription

At the beginning of eah market, half of the partiipants are endowed with 20

shares and 3,000 units of ash measured in experimental money (EM), and the other

half partiipants are endowed with 60 shares and 1,000 EM of ash.

Eah market onsists of two stages: a trading stage and a dividend realization

stage.

The trading stage of eah market onsists of 10 trading rounds. Eah round lasts

for 2 minutes, during whih you an sell and/or buy shares using an interfae desribed

later. At the end of eah trading round and before the trading stage ends, your shares

and ash will be arried over to the next trading round.

After the trading stage �nishes, the dividend realization stage starts, where you

ollet dividends for the shares you own at the end of the trading stage. All shares

reeive an inde�nite number of 5-EM dividend payments; the number of payments is

determined as follows. You reeive one dividend payment for sure. After eah dividend

payment, the omputer will draw a random number between 1 and 100: if the number

is greater than 90, then there will be no further dividend payments; otherwise, there

will be a new dividend payment followed by another random draw. The number of

dividend payments an potentially run from 1 to in�nity. On average, you will reeive

10 dividend payments, or 50 EM, for eah share you own at the end of the trading

stage. In the dividend payment stage, you no longer make deisions: the omputer will

deide how many dividends you reeive, and you simply wath dividends arue.

Number of Markets

After a market ends, depending on the time remaining, the experimenter will inform

you whether or not a new market will start. If yes, you repeat the same proedure: your

endowment of shares and ash will be reset, and the market will onsist of a trading

stage and a dividend realization stage as desribed above. If there is no new market

open, you will be informed of your total earnings in this part of the experiment.

Calulate Your Earnings

Your earnings (in EM) in eah market are the sum of two parts:

(1) ash at the end of the trading stage

(2) the number of shares at the end of the trading stage *the number of dividend

payments * 5
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Your total earnings in this part of the experiment are the summation of earnings

from all markets, whih will be onverted into Canadian dollars at a rate of 500 EM =

$1.

Review of Important Information

• There will be several markets, eah onsisting of a trading stage and a dividend

realization stage. You start with the same endowment of ash and shares in eah

new market.

• The trading stage onsists of 10 trading rounds. Eah trading round lasts for 2

minutes.

• In eah market, during the trading stage, your share and ash holdings at the end

of a trading round will be arried over to the next trading round.

• In the dividend realization stage, you ollet dividends for the shares you own

at the end of the trading stage for an inde�nite number of times. After eah

dividend payment, there will be more dividends with a hane of 90%, and no

further dividends with a hane of 10%. On average, you will reeive 10 dividend

payments, or 50 EM, for eah share you own at the end of the trading stage.

• Your earnings in a market will be determined by your ash holdings at the end of

the trading stage plus the total dividends reeived during the dividend realization

stage.

Distributed Figure for Trading Interfae
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Current Market 
Price (of Stock) 

Price-Chart 
of current 

Information about 
current Stock and 
Money 

Summary of Own Sales and 
Purchases in the current round 
(Including Price and Quantity) 

Offer to buy: you have to enter 
Quantity and Price. Trade does not 
take place until another participant 
accepts your offer!!! 

Offer to sell: analogue to Offer to 
buy ± see above. 

List of Offers to buy: from all 
traders ± your own Offer to buy 
are written in blue. The highlighted 
offer is always the best, i.e., it 
yields the highest revenues for the 
seller. 

List of Offers to sell: from all 
traders ± your own Offer to sell are 
written in blue. The highlighted 
offer is always the best, i.e., it is 
the cheapest one for the buyer. 

Sell : You sell the entered 
Quantity, given the highlighted 
Price with the blue background. 
If you enter a higher amount than 
offered in the blue box, you sell 
the offered Quantity at most. 

BUY: You buy the entered 
Quantity, given the highlighted 
Price with the blue background. 
If you enter a higher amount than 
offered in the blue box, you buy 
the offered Quantity at most. 
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Appendix B: Additional Graphs and Tables
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Figure 4: Pries over Periods in Eah Session, Grouped by Treatment
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